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TENET 
September 9 – November 1, 2020 
  
TENET is a time-based media program at Swiss Institute, following a summer 
when blockbusters never arrived at their intended destinations. Publicity 
for a highly anticipated movie suggested a story about a secret 
intelligence program to alter time. The movie poster tagline read: “TIME 
RUNS OUT,” but then time changed.  
  
In 2020, temporality was dramatically altered for many people across the 
globe – from pauses and delays, to the recursive forms of replay time 
associated with trauma and disaster, to the portals to alternative futures 
that appear to open up in moments of societal change. The works in TENET 
explore timelines as part of their intrinsic structure by using 
repetition, rewinding, speeding up, slowing down, and other forms of 
editing and reworking to transform existing materials. The program 
features works by Jibade-Khalil Huffman, Moyra Davey, Yu Honglei and 
Steffani Jemison. 
 
Each work will be on view at SI for a week and then return for a second 
showing in the reverse order.  
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Program 
 
September 9 – September 13 
October 28 – November 1 
  
Jibade-Khalil Huffmann 
ZERO, 2020 
Single channel video, color, sound 
72 min 25 sec 
Courtesy of the artist and Anat Ebgi, Los Angeles 
 
Jibade-Khalil Huffman’s ZERO is a feature-length work of frictive, anxious 
motion that includes several scenes from Hollywood movies of the 1980s and 
90s re-edited using reversal and slow motion. Multiple scenes of cars – 
driving, flipping, crashing and spinning – create a sense of dislocation, 
as footage of real and fictional events are spliced together. The 
exciting, violent spectacles and action sequences common to blockbuster 
movies seem to recede and quieten when played backwards, with events 
experienced as unexplosions, unfights, and unfalls: every genie is put 
back in its bottle. Throughout the work is a narrative voice that speaks 
alongside the action, slowly making itself more present. Demonstrating 
another kind of reversal or deprogramming, here written text is eventually 
returned to the status of speech, in connection to an oral tradition. 
 
 
September 16 – September 20 
October 21 - October 25 
  
Moyra Davey 
Fifty Minutes, 2006 
Digital video with sound 
50 min 37 sec 
Courtesy of the artist; greengrassi, London; and Galerie Buchholz, 
Berlin/Cologne/New York 
 
Made over the course of three years, Moyra Davey’s Fifty Minutes reflects 
on reading, nostalgia, and psychoanalysis, as the artist discusses her 
relationship with her therapist, Dr. Y, as well as historical moments in 
which certain routes to the past seem closed. Shot mostly in her home in 
New York, in the long wake of 9/11, Davey describes her daily journeys 
around the city, which suggest a recursive format and a circling of past 
events. Narrating a memorized text to the camera, Davey chooses to include 
the mistakes and repetitions that occur when she forgets her lines, as 
well as the presence and interruptions of her family. Discussing the work 
of Hollis Frampton, Natalia Ginzburg and W.G. Sebald, the artist here 
establishes the formal style of filmmaking that she continues to employ 
today. 
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September 23 – September 27 
October 14 - October 18 
  
Yu Honglei 
15’36”, 2019 
Video, color, sound 
15 min 36 sec 
Courtesy of the artist; Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin; and Antenna Space, 
Shanghai 
 
15’36”, by Beijing-based artist Yu Honglei, collapses found footage of 
humans, animals, plants, and machines into an ever-accelerating collage of 
moving images with propulsive, kinetic energy. Yu depicts movement over, 
across and into Earth’s landscapes: a horse and rider are shown swimming 
from below, a remote-controlled amphibious vehicle skitters across shallow 
water, a man in a wetsuit wrestles with a geoduck deep within the sediment 
of a riverbed, and racing snowmobiles launch from a starting line. Yu 
employs a strobing form of intercutting which layers crowd scenes with 
shots of speeding cars and motorcycles, as well as depictions of flora and 
fauna. Set to a varied and disquieting score that merges drone sounds, 
plucked strings, revving engines, military marches and hardcore techno, 
15’36” escalates into a flickering impression of simultaneity, in which 
relentless action locks into a tense and disorienting rhythm.  
 
 
September 30 – October 4  
October 7 - October 11 
  
Steffani Jemison 
Same Time, 2013  
Two-channel sound installation 
77 min 
Courtesy of the artist 
 
In Steffani Jemison’s Same Time (2013), a speech delivered in 1970 by 
Black Panther Party founder Huey P. Newton is reinterpreted by a Brooklyn-
based R&B group named Sidetrack Boyz - Lonique Crawley, Wyane Mickens, and 
Stephan Middleton - as a vocal improvisation. Newton’s original speech, 
which introduced his concept of intercommunalism, emphasized the 
importance of thriving communities rather than nation-states: potential 
ballasts against a technological future in which he predicted power and 
control would be concentrated among a few individuals. As the members of 
Sidetrack Boyz group try different harmonic arrangements, workshop 
phrases, and give each other feedback, they alter the emphasis and the 
sense of duration for Newton’s words. Using a popular musical form, the 
work is a polyvocal reactivation of a call for collective struggle. 
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Planning Your Visit and Safety Precautions 
 
Swiss Institute will allow a limited number of visitors at a time. 
Visitors are required to wear masks at all times and to keep six feet of 
distance to other visitors. Please check our website for the most up to 
date information: https://www.swissinstitute.net/visit/. 
 
Swiss Institute will have ample hand sanitizer stations available for 
visitor use. Please note that restrooms will be closed to visitors. Entry 
is free as always. Swiss Institute’s hours are Wed/Thurs/Fri 2-8pm, Sat 
12-8pm, Sun 12-6pm. 
 
 
About Swiss Institute 
  
Founded in 1986, SI is an independent non-profit contemporary art 
institution dedicated to promoting forward-thinking and experimental art 
making through innovative exhibitions and programs. Committed to the 
highest standards of curatorial and educational excellence, SI serves as a 
platform for emerging artists, catalyzes new contexts for celebrated work, 
and fosters appreciation for under-recognized positions. Open to the 
public free-of-charge, SI seeks to explore how a national perspective can 
foster international conversations in the fields of visual and performing 
arts, design and architecture.  
 
SI Programming is made possible in part with public funds from Pro 
Helvetia, Swiss Arts Council; the New York State Council on the Arts, with 
the support of Governor Andrew Cuomo and the New York State Legislature; 
and the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with 
the City Council. Main sponsors include LUMA Foundation, the Andy Warhol 
Foundation for the Visual Arts, and Friends of SI. SI gratefully 
acknowledges Swiss Re as SI ONSITE Partner, Vitra as Design Partner, 
Crozier Fine Arts as Preferred Shipping Art Logistics Partner, and SWISS 
as Travel Partner. 
 
Press Contact: 
press@swissinstitute.net 
212.925.2035 
 
 
 
 


